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Optimal Default Ideas

Put cut up fruit and/or vegetables on the center shelf of your

refrigerator. 

Don’t eat out of a bag or box - portion out a serving. 

Eat from smaller plates and bowls. 

Use smaller silverware. 

Drink from tall, skinny glasses. 

Put vegetables on your plate first, especially when taking food

from a buffet. 

Start with a smaller portion than what you think you need. If you

need more, you can always take it. 

Eat with no distractions. 

Keep food serving dishes in the kitchen instead of on the table. 

Keep fresh fruit on the kitchen countertop or table. 

Cook less food. 

Turn off the TV. You’ll have less distraction and can pay attention

to satiety cues. 

Eat your ice cream from a wine glass. 

Don’t purchase tempting foods or keep them in inconvenient and

out of the way places like the basement, the back of a top

cupboard, in containers that don’t allow you to see them or

covered with aluminum foil. 

Nutrition
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Go to an off-site working space with your laptop and do NOT bring

your power cord.  You now only have so many minutes to get

things done.

Remove all distractions from your environment both digital and

physical.

Remove all social media or tempting time-consuming apps from

your phone.

Work in an environment that creates the energy you need.  Is it

focus?  Creativity?  Energy?  Connection?

Work in a physical space that is inspiring to you.

Spend time with people who are different from you in age, ethnicity,

job background, orientation, political views, education, etc…

Create novelty in your environment by moving furniture, changing

your routine, adding aroma. 

Write on different colored pieces of paper instead of white.

Write or draw with colored ink or markers.

Never work in the same space two days in a row.  Change rooms,

spaces, locations and surroundings.

Create and play a music playlist that inspires you.

Put your phone in airplane mode for a set period of time.

Leave your laptop at work.

On your commute home, change your mental channel by calling a

loved one or listening to books or podcasts.

Put your phone somewhere in an out of the way place so it’s less

tempting.

Communicate your availability to co-workers ie: you’re not available

from 6:30-7:30 PM Monday-Friday as it's dinner time with family. 

At Work for Focus & Productivity

At Work for Creativity & Innovation

For Recovery
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Surround yourself with people who are already modeling some

of the behaviors you want.  Behavior is contagious.

Conduct walking meetings. 

Conduct standing meetings. 

On the phone = on your feet. 

Park in the “worst” (or best!) spot in the lot. 

Use or create a standing workstation (a cardboard box works

well). 

Use or create a walking workstation.  If you can’t get one at work,

use that treadmill in the basement as the place where you get

caught up on emails or work in the evenings.  (Go to the

PowerHouse Perform YouTube channel and see how I built mine

in a few minutes for less than $20.) 

Sneaker Tuesday.  Everyone wears comfortable shoes to make

standing and walking more conducive. 

Set your computer with a reminder to get up and move or do a

few Hit the Deck™ cards on a regular basis. 

Instead of a potentially unhealthy potluck, suggest or organize a

breakfast yogurt bar, salad bar or make-your-own sandwich

station (with the healthiest options at the beginning of the line). 

Keep candies or snacks off your desk or out of sight. 

If you’re trying to remember to eat and snack regularly, keep

food in highly visible places. 

Set a reminder to break for meals and snacks at the appropriate

times. 

Bring lunch to work. 

Bring healthy snacks to work. 

Find a snack buddy.  Share the responsibility of brining healthy

snacks and remind each other to eat mid-morning and mid-

afternoon. 

At Work for Movement
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Always order the small. 

Split an entrée or have the server box half of it right away. 

Ask the server NOT to bring bread or chips to the table. 

Volunteer to be sober driver when out with friends. 

Go online ahead of time, view the menu and decide what you’ll

order before you get there. 

Sit next to the person who eats the slowest. 

Eat a small snack before you go. 

Go through the buffet line without a plate to determine what

things you really want. 

Take the smallest plate or bowl available at the buffet. 

Put vegetables and/or fruit on your plate first at the buffet. 

Sit at a table as far away from the buffet as possible. 

Look to the light section of the menu first. 

If you’re sharing small plates of food with others, ask that all

plates be brought out at once so you can better keep track of

how much food you’ve eaten. 

Turn off the TV – you’ll move more and skip the junk and fast

food advertising. 

Sleep in your exercise clothes, wake up and work out. 

Pack your gym bag the night before. 

Keep a spare set of workout clothes in your car or office. 

Take your workout gear to work so you don’t have to stop at

home first (and get sucked in to staying). 

Get a workout partner. 

Join a social group that is centered around exercise (meet-ups,

leagues, training groups, etc…). 

Always take the stairs instead of the elevator or escalator. 

Get off one to two subway, bus or train stops away from your

final destination.

Eating Out

Exercise
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Sit down with your calendar on Sunday nights and schedule your

workouts for the upcoming week. 

Get rid of your TV remote control. 

Put the alarm clock across the room so you have to get out of bed

to turn it off.  This will give you more time to wake up instead of

hitting the snooze button. 

Keep Hit the Deck™ on your desk or where you can see it. 

Remove all electronics (computers, televisions, smart phones)

from the bedroom.  It minimizes distraction or staying up "for just

one more show", checking email or scrolling through updates

"one last time". 

Make the temperature in the bedroom cooler than the rest of the

house. 

Take a hot shower or bath before bed.  The resulting fall in body

temperature signals your body to prepare for sleep. 

Exercise regularly.  People who get regular exercise fall asleep

more quickly, sleep more soundly and wake up feeling more

refreshed.  It's typically not a great idea to exercise late in the day

as it may interfere with your ability to fall asleep (it increases

energy and metabolism), though for some people it makes no

difference. 

If you wake up during the night, have a few tricks up your sleeve

for keeping your brain from getting revved up.  Play the Alphabet

Game or have a journal or note pad near the bed to jot down

thoughts or do visualization or relaxation techniques. 

Sleep

Exercise (continued)
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Don’t go hungry or Sneaky Pete will be filling the cart. 

Stick to the perimeter of the store. 

Look high and low on the shelves for the less processed foods. 

Choose food items that don’t have ingredient labels (beans, fruit,

vegetables, lean protein, whole grains). 

Sign up for something similar to a farm share or Community

Supported Agriculture (CSA) where farm-fresh vegetables and

fruits are delivered to you on a weekly basis. 

Walk instead of taking the people mover. 

Walk around or stand while waiting for your flight to board. 

Walk into the restaurant instead of sitting in the drive through.

(If it’s a peak time going inside may also be faster). 

Don’t have junk food in the car. 

Keep a stash of healthy snacks in the car, your briefcase or purse

like nuts, nutrition bars, or whole grain crackers. 

Pack workout gear in your suitcase. 

Stay at a hotel with a gym if possible. 

Running or walking is a great way to get to know a new city.

Many hotels have routes with maps you can use. 

Stream an exercise class, bring an exercise DVD or PowerHouse

Hit the Deck™ with you. 

While Traveling

At the Grocery Store
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